Rental Suit Standard

The fabric has the right balance between strength and comfort and has a
minimum color-bleeding and shrinkage guarantee. The rental-zipper,
normally used in tents, has a lifetime of 10 years and 1 year is guaranteed
for rental purposes. Opening at the hips ensures access to your own
pockets. The crotch, the most vulnerable area of the suit is reinforced
with a 2nd layer. This is a kind of underpants with a smooth surface
ensuring the feet will pass before this area could be damaged. The cuffs
at the ankles are replaced by wide openings with Velcro straps to
decrease the diameter. No need to take off your shoes!
This suits can also be padded for protection against injury. Please contact
us to receive more information about the Rental Suit with Protection.

Sizes 28-72
Sizechart: www.arroxx.eu

Contact us for more details: www.arroxx.eu

Prod. No. 54428

Each size is easily recognizable
by the color of the shoulder
straps and the belt .
We can supply the following sizes
from stock:
Yellow belt Size 28 for small
kids
White belt Size 36 for bigger
kids
Orange belt Size 44 for small
women
Blue belt
Size 52 for bigger
women and small
men
Red belt
Size 60 for average
men
Black belt Size 68 for bigger
men
Green belt Size 72 / XXL for
exceptional long
and/or wide men

Rental Suit Standard

This suit can also be customized. All above mentioned items can be
changed and other requirements can be produced on your demand.
The Arroxx Rental Suit Standard will give you the maximum lifespan at
reasonable costs. These suits has proven to be real Value for Money!

Edition 11.01

The best
kept secret
among
real drivers.

Especially for “heavy duty” circumstances like the rental-tracks, Arroxx
developed a Rental Suit and a Rental Suit with Protection. Both suits
guarantee a maximum lifespan at reasonable costs. These suits has
proven to be real Value for Money!

